Current challenges and potential directions towards precision microscale additive manufacturing – Part II: Laser-based curing, heating, and trapping processes
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A B S T R A C T

This article is the second in a four-part series of articles providing an overview of the challenges and opportunities in microscale additive manufacturing (AM) processes with applications in fabrication of high precision micro/nano-products. Laser-based microscale additive manufacturing processes are discussed this article. Compared to the other AM processes, laser-based processes provide several unique advantages, especially in terms of a wide variety of processable materials and high volumetric throughputs. The processes discussed in this paper can fabricate complex microscale features with minimum resolutions ranging from hundreds of nanometers to hundreds of microns. However, there are several fundamental limits and trade-offs which hinder the scalability of these processes. The paper discusses the limits to the materials, resolution, geometry, and volumetric throughput and proposes approaches to mitigate these limits and improve the scalability of laser-based microscale AM processes.

1. Introduction

In part II of this series of articles, laser-based additive manufacturing (AM) processes are explored. Much of the motivation to develop microscale AM processes which use lasers as the energy source for material consolidation comes from the maturity of similar processes in the macroscale. Powder-bed fusion type AM processes like Selective Laser Sintering/Melting and vat-photopolymerization processes like Stereolithography have been widely adopted in several industries. The primary basis for arranging the following microscale processes together is the range of physical mechanisms that come into play due laser-material interaction. This happens because of the wide spectrum of optical and thermodynamic parameters that represent the lasers and the materials used in these processes. From an AM perspective, these processes are divided into two main categories namely laser curing and laser heating. Key optical parameters that need to be determined a priori for these processes are monochromaticity, coherence, polarization, spectral density, pulse characteristics, beam profiles, and power characteristics among others. Additionally, material properties defining absorption, heat and mass transfer characteristics, and rheology (not an exhaustive list) are also critical in determining the final part characteristics.

This article discusses five major types of laser-based AM processes that have been used by researchers for fabricating microscale parts. The laser curing/photopolymerization processes are Micro-Stereolithography (µ-SLA), Holographic Optical Tweezing (HOT) and Two-Photon Lithography (TPL). The laser heating processes that are discussed here are Laser-Induced Forward Transfer (LIFT) and Microscale Selective Laser Sintering (µ-SLS). The current state-of-the-art in these processes has been discussed in their respective sections and the fundamental challenges associated with them. The processes have been
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evaluated using the following factors – range of processable materials, feature-size resolution, ability to fabricate true-3D structures and the volumetric throughput. Although all the processes use laser as a source of energy, the process principles for laser-material interaction are vastly different from each other and have been discussed in detail in the following sections. The structure of this paper is similar to Parts I and III [1,2], where the processes and their limitations have been presented, followed by a critical discussion of the possible solutions to these issues.

2. Micro-stereolithography (μ-SLA)

2.1. Description of the μ-SLA process

Stereolithography (SLA) is a popular commercial additive manufacturing technique that uses light and a liquid photo-reactive polymer precursor (i.e. resin) to fabricate 3D parts. In SLA light exposure induces solidification of the resin, and by incorporating a dye, light penetrating into the resin is controlled to the micron range. Through exposing resin with a light pattern, it is possible to build a layer of controlled thickness and structure. Stereolithography typically uses a laser beam to rasterize and solidify liquid monomer. While typical feature sizes for SLA are in the range of 100 μm and above [3,4], employing digital mask and reduction lens, analogous to mask photolithography for patterning photoresist [5], modern micro-stereolithography (μ-SLA) pushes the resolution limits down the sub-100 μm range with precision optics. The technique has an ultimate resolution around 1 μm, but commercially available μ-SLA systems typically have feature resolution from 50 to 100 μm or larger. Many systems incorporate a dynamic photomask or spatial light modulator, whereby a liquid crystal-on-silicon (LCOS) display or dynamic micro-mirror array (DMD) manipulate incident light to form a 2D image [6]. This 2D image forms an entire layer in one exposure; otherwise, scanning spot methods are used. There are two types of systems, top-down (Fig. 1a) and bottom-up, based on the light exposure direction. In the bottom-up system, the light source projects from beneath a liquid resin vat, with a transparent membrane bottom. Resin is sandwiched between the transparent membrane and a build-platform. The light-exposed areas solidify and stick to the build platform. Oxygen diffusion through the membrane may inhibit resin adhesion, or the membrane’s inherent inertness prevents solidified resin adhesion [7]. The build platform elevates to replenish resin and repeat the cycle. Top-down systems typically do not have membranes and rely on the liquid resin to self-level before exposure. Stereolithography systems originally relied on lasers light-sources, but many modern systems use inexpensive and robust light-emitting diodes (LEDs), simplifying optics considerably [6]. The ability of μ-SLA to form complex parts as shown in Fig. 1b and c with micron resolution, with relatively simple optics, has made it an immensely popular tool.

2.2. Materials

2.2.1. Materials capabilities and challenges in μ-SLA

μ-SLA has been traditionally limited to stiff acrylic polymers, but recent years have seen significant development of new materials. SLA of urethane acrylates and silicone acrylates have been demonstrated producing materilas with an ultra-high strain of over 1000%, a Young’s

Fig. 1. (a) Simplified schematic of the Microstereolithography μ-SLA process. The z-positioner with the substrate is precisely lowered into the UV curable vat. Light is used to cure the vat in the regions critical for the layer formation using a micromirror array or dynamic mask. The positioner is lowered further to cure the next layer and the process is continued until the final part is fabricated. The excess ink is then removed using a solvent. (b) Optical microscope image of two-phase 3D microlattice using multi-material μ-SLA process [8] (Reproduced with permission from Ref. [8]. Copyright Nature Publishing Group). (c) Scanning electron micrographs for the planet gear set made of polymer-derived ceramic [9] (Reproduced with permission from Ref. [9]. Copyright Materials Research Society 2018).
modulus around 500 KPa, and Sylgard 184-like properties [3,4]. Combinations of low-stiffness and high-stiffness polymers can also create mixtures which span orders of magnitude in stiffness, and have been used to create structures with a large, negative Poisson’s ratio via μ-SLA [8]. High-performance polymers including epoxy-acrylate composites [10] and polyimides (Kapton) which can reach 2 GPa Young’s modulus and 600 °C thermal stability have also been explored [11]. Further, shape-memory polymers have been demonstrated to create thermally and solvent actuated structures with μ-SLA [12–14]. Pre-ceramic polymers in tandem with thermal pyrolysis have made micro-ceramics of arbitrary complexity readily achievable as well [9,15]. These ceramic microalotettles can achieve ultra-high stiffness (100 GPa range) and survive extreme (1000 °C) environments. One can also incorporate inorganic nanoparticles, such as silica, and pyrolyze the initially fabricated structure to fully dense ceramic and glass parts [16]. Controlling the amount of particles in the resin allows for control of structure porosity. Hensleigh et al. combined crosslinked graphene oxide with solvent and a small amount of acrylic monomer to fabricate porous graphene aerogel micro-structures which can serve as catalyst supports [17]. These studies highlight the impressive advancement of μ-SLA materials in recent years from simple acrylic resins to ultra-flexible, medical-grade siloxane, high-performance polymers, and ceramics.

Using μ-SLA combined with nanoscale deposition and post processing, a variety of hollow-tube metallic and ceramic structures have been demonstrated with feature sizes down to tens of nanometers. These methods, however, rely on printing of a microlattice scaffold followed by depositions of thin film materials (metal, ceramic, etc) and etching away of the sacrificial polymer scaffold with chemical or thermal treatment [18–20]. Currently, there is no method to print fully dense metallic structures via μ-SLA, and few methods for functional materials. μ-SLA’s high-resolution makes it an intriguing candidate for sensors and implantable devices if the functional material limitation can be overcome. Functional materials typically require high-purity or loading, but μ-SLA’s requirement of photo-curable polymers and liquid-like viscosities, limits the loading of functional material, and ultimately the functional (magnetic, thermal, electrical, etc.) performance. Current methods rely on incorporation of metal salts or nanomaterials to create functional objects. Metal salts can be reduced in situ to form conductive nanoparticle composites [21]. Incorporation of piezoelectric nanomaterials allowed Cui et al. to create smart sensors which can sense impact location/direction [22]. However, extensive work to optimize powder suspension stability, resin viscosity, and light penetration depth make processing of functional materials, particular powders, difficult with μ-SLA. Increasing nanoparticle concentration inevitably increases viscosity, which requires one either to limit particle loading, thus degrading material properties, in order to keep viscosity within a useable range. Alternatively, μ-SLA could be modified to handle pastes which is theoretically possible but difficult to achieve in practice without a large detriment to feature resolution.

2.2.2. Possible approaches to overcome materials challenges for μ-SLA

Cui et al. and Yao et al. showed that through careful optimization through surface treatments, processing, and computational modelling, very high-loading of functional materials can be processed to form high-performing and stiff and flexible structures [22,23]. The combination of nanoparticle surface treatment which enhanced performance and particle stability in resin with high-energy ball milling created a μ-SLA ink with very high, loading (30 vol%) but that was also low enough in viscosity for use in membrane based μ-SLA. Higher volume fractions were processable by paste based μ-SLA. Nanoparticle surface functionalization or surfactant addition to compatibilize powder and polymer resins are critical to maintain powder stability in the resin, and reduce viscosity. High-energy ball milling to disperse functional material powder in polymer eliminates agglomerations, and can be scaled to relatively large volumes. Modelling the functional material polymer composite response can guide formulation development, minimize trial-and-error, reducing material development time, and opening new functional materials with unique properties, such as flexibility and high functional performance [23].

There is no clear path forward for printing fully-dense metallic structures via μ-SLA. Metal salt incorporation into the resin, followed by hydrogen gas treatment can produce porous metallic components (~50% porosity), or metals within a polymer matrix, but fully-dense parts have not been realized [21,24]. Optimization of a metal powder resin suspension, similar to Cui et al. [22], in combination with hydrogen gas sintering, could feasibly produce such a structure with extensive sintering to achieve full density, however such a process would require further investigation of resin composition and manufacturing process parameters.

2.3. 3D feature fabrication

2.3.1. Capabilities and challenges in μ-SLA for fabricating 3D features

In principle, there are few limitations to the types of structures that μ-SLA can produce. Fabrication of complex, arbitrary 3D geometries are regularly reported in literature [7,19], however manufacturing limitations do exist. Some extended overhanging features cannot be printed as each layer must adhere to a previous printed feature. For membrane-based systems, there is a suction pressure during recoating, which can destroy slender features, or detach weakly adhered layers [25]. Another difficulty is that the printed part may move or deform during the fabrication process, altering its final shape. This typically occurs when fabricating unbalanced parts or if the solidified resin is unable to sustain the weight of the structure [26]. Part deformation during printing may result in resin curing in incorrect positions, or detaching from the structure altogether. The structure itself may also detach from the build platform entirely if the initial layer bond is not strong enough. Another limitation is the fabrication of closed structures with hollow, internal spaces as resin will remain trapped in the hollow cavity during the post-processing where uncured material is usually removed.

2.3.2. Possible approaches to overcome 3D feature fabrication challenges in μ-SLA

Before printing, careful selection of print design and direction must occur to prevent any free hanging features before beginning manufacturing, since each layer must adhere to a previous printed feature. Overhang structures can be fabricated by adding support to the suspended position. Additionally, the support can be used to balance the printed part so that it is securely tethered to the building platform. Although support solves the aforementioned problems, it will introduce some new challenges. Both designing support and removing support structures require a significant time investment. Support structure will also waste more material than a print without supports. In addition, support may be detrimental to the surface finish after the structure is removed. More efforts must be made to minimize the determinants typically associated with the use of support structures, including increased printing time, cost and impact on surface quality [27].

For printing designs with hollow internal features, one can use bottom-up μ-SLA designs if possible to allow resin to drain during the printing process. Even then, however, resin may remain trapped to some extent. Generally, the design should be modified to incorporate small holes if possible to allow resin cleanout after printing. However, the repair or filling of these holes is difficult, reducing surface quality, and extending overall required production time. The membrane separation force problem is persistent, and there are several possible methods to overcome it. If one can decrease viscosity of the resin, by using a different material or through heat, the effect can be minimized [25]. Some work has also looked at using bioinspired hydrophobic coatings with success, which rely on coating membrane surface with ultra-low adhesive chemicals (fluorosiloxanes) [28]. A general option for higher quality 3D fabrication is to reduce the printing and recoating speed, but
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2.4. Feature size resolution

2.4.1. Feature size resolution capabilities and challenges for µ-SLA

The thickness of each layer as well as the vertical resolution is dependent on the equipment used. Typically, high accuracy positioning stages have a resolution of several microns. Since the light penetration depth is much larger than 10 µm, the only restriction in the layer thickness is the motorized stage’s resolution. The lateral resolution of the µ-SLA process can reach several microns. The dynamic pattern generator and the imaging optics determine the achievable minimum feature size in the X–Y plane. Typical dynamic masks used in µ-SLA come in standard resolutions (e.g., 800x600, 1024x768, and 1920x1080) with a standard pixel pitch. The pixel pitch represents the size of each pixel and the space between pixels, and is around 5 µm. Additionally, image non-uniformity from the digital mask may contribute to non-uniform photopolymerization, compromising feature fidelity and material uniformity. To solve this, Zheng et al., developed a background image correction procedure that subtracts background non-uniformity from the digital mask for each layer [29].

2.4.2. Possible approaches to overcome current limits in feature size resolution for µ-SLA

Many chemistry-based approaches are explored to increase resolution. The spatial area of radicals must be carefully controlled to achieve high resolution. In commercial systems, ambient oxygen acts as a radical inhibitor to minimize their spread through the resin. This is adequate for 10 µm and larger resolutions. However, to successfully enhance resolution through chemical means, one must focus on minimizing, or even actively reducing, the radical population. Scott et al. made use of a unique molecule which can be stimulated by light to form radicals, but these radicals are too weak to propagate polymer growth [30]. The group was able to quench or inhibit other polymer propagating radicals with this radical generation mechanism. This, in effect, results in a light-patternable radical inhibitor, or in other words a photo-inhibitor. Using two-wavelengths, one to independently trigger polymerization initiation, the other to inhibit, photopolymerization catalyzation can be contained to a sub-wavelength point well beyond the diffraction limit of the working wavelength of each laser respectively. Scott et al. ultimately achieve a nanometer-scale resolution. A significant drawback is the limited number of molecules which can act as photoinhibitors, limiting wavelength, initiator, and material selection [31].

2.5. Throughput

2.5.1. Throughput capabilities and challenges for µ-SLA

The recoating speed, exposure time, and inherent tradeoffs between resolution and throughput for serial fabrication are the main limits on throughput of the µ-SLA process [26]. The current throughput budget of µ-SLA, for printing optimized acrylate polymers without post-processing, is determined by the efficiency of the exposure process and speed of recoating mechanism. Currently, exposure time of the µ-SLA system varies from 1s to 8s per layer and recoating process varies from 1s to 3s for different resins. With a high resolution requirement such as 20 µm in lateral direction, based on this lower size, this sets an upper limit of 15 mm, due to the standard size of a dynamic mask, resulting in a rate of 27–135 mm³/min.

By changing the formulation of the resin, either increasing the initiator or decreasing the light-absorbing dye, exposure time may be lowered, but this comes at a cost of resolution. The recoating time is limited by the polymer-settling time, which in itself is determined by resin characteristics such as surface tension, viscosity, and wetting. With bottom-up methods, resin settling time is eliminated. For projecting from above, the settling time can be significant since only gravity drives recoating [26].

2.5.2. Possible approaches to overcome current throughput limits in µ-SLA

The total time currently required to create a layer and recoat fresh resin is ~10 s. The exposure time can be reduced by increasing the exposure power, lowering exposure time needed to properly cure the resin. The recoating process can also be improved by introducing controlled heating. With an increase in resin temperature, the viscosity will decrease, thus lowering the settling time. With the help of an oxygen-permeable window, researchers have demonstrated that the printing speed can be pushed to rates of hundreds of millimeters per hour by using continuous printing methods. The part size can be on the order of tens of centimeters with feature resolution below 100 µm [7]. For large area fabrication, due to the limited resolution of projection devices and various optical defects which are difficult to avoid, the finished part surface quality is deteriorated in turn. Hybrid methods which integrate scanning and projection are demonstrated, enlarging the working area to 400 × 300 mm, a larger platform area than most previous µ-SLA implementations [20,32]. Increasing the layer thickness will also improve the volumetric throughput, however, the vertical resolution will decrease in proportion.

2.6. Prognoses

The micron-scale resolution and high-throughput make µ-SLA one of the most advanced micro-scale fabrication technologies. Advances in optics and the incorporation of scanning mirror mosaic fabrication, have continued to push the limits of resolution and throughput respectively. Material limitations are the most significant challenge for µ-SLA with photopolymerizable polymers being a strict requirement. Research is methodically overcoming this limitation. Polymer derived ceramics have allowed fully-dense ceramic parts to be manufactured. Careful material development of powder composites allows porous (~50%) ceramic or metallic structures when sintered. Powder composites can reach high-functional performance when optimized, pristine dispersion, and high-loading (20–30 vol%) with high-energy ball milling but fully-dense metals are still not possible to fabricate. With further improvements in optics, projection scanning, and materials, µ-SLA will continue to open new and exciting avenues as one of the premier 3D micro-scale additive manufacturing technologies.

3. Two-Photon Photopolymerization/Lithography

3.1. Description of the two-photon lithography (TPL) process

Two-photon lithography (TPL) is a laser-based direct write technique that enables additive manufacturing of millimeter-scale 3D structures with submicron features. The most common implementation of this process involves serial scanning of a tightly focused laser spot in the interior of a photopolymer resist material to generate submicron volumetric pixels (i.e., “voxels”) via light-directed polymerization [33]. TPL uses a nonlinear two-photon absorption process to locally polymerize features smaller than the diffraction-limited focused light spot. Thus, features as small as 150 nm can be routinely fabricated using this process. 3D structures can be generated by serially scanning the focal spot in 3D space as shown schematically in Fig. 2a. After printing, the unpolymerized resist is washed away by dissolving it in an appropriate solvent leaving behind a 3D assembly of polymerized submicron voxels. This unique ability of TPL to generate complex 3D structures with submicron features has been widely leveraged to fabricate functional parts for applications such as mechanical and optical metamaterials, bio-scaffolds, photonics, miniaturized optics, flexible electronics, and micromachines. The sub-diffraction resolution of TPL is a consequence of its underlying two-photon absorption process [35–37]. Two-photon absorption is fundamentally distinct from the more commonly observed single-photon absorption and is a weak and nonlinear effect. Two-photon absorption occurs when two photons of half the energy are near-simultaneously absorbed for the initiation of a molecular
transition, instead of a single photon of the full energy. As the probability of simultaneous absorption of two photons is low, high light intensity on the order of TW/cm² is required to obtain any appreciable absorption in the photopolymer materials [36]. Therefore, it is possible to spatially restrict two-photon absorption to sub-diffraction volumes by focusing an ultrashort pulsed laser to a diffraction-limited spot. By carefully selecting the laser wavelength and the resist absorptivity, one can ensure that the material polymerizes exclusively via two-photon absorption without any appreciable single-photon absorption. For example, the commonly used UV-curable resists for single-photon polymerization are optically transparent at near-IR wavelengths while being strongly absorbing at half the wavelength. Thus, two-photon polymerization can be performed by selecting a near-IR femtosecond laser and UV-curable resists; this combination has been extensively used in the past to fabricate 3D structures via TPL [38].

3.2. Materials

3.2.1. Materials capabilities and challenges in TPL

TPL is a photopolymerization-based technique that is primarily applied for printing of polymer materials. The most commonly applied polymer materials are based on the radical-mediated acrylate chemistry [39] and the thiol-ene chemistry [40,41]. In recent years, biocompatible structures with hybrid inorganic-organic polymers such as OrmoComp have also been printed via TPL [42]. Specific material properties can also be tuned by modifying the polymer backbone on a molecular level, for example, by doping the polymer with iodine [39] or nickel metal [43]. Another common approach to broadening the material palette involves mixing additives into the resist blend to generate composite structures such as electrically-conductive polymer microstructures loaded with carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [44].

The types of photopolymer materials that can be used in the TPL process are limited by these key functional requirements: (i) optical clarity at the incident wavelength, (ii) high absorptivity at half-wavelength of the incident light, (iii) fast curing chemistries so that localized curing can be performed, and (iv) a match between the refractive index of the resist and the immersion medium of the focusing objective lens so that fine features with minimal optical aberrations can be printed [39]. In combination, these requirements significantly restrict the material design space for TPL as compared to the design space for other photopolymerization techniques that are based on conventional single-photon absorption.

3.2.2. Possible approaches to overcome materials challenges for TPL

The material design space can be expanded by modifying the optical set-up of the TPL system to enable printing of partially-opaque materials; for example, by reducing the length of the light path that passes through the resist material during photopolymerization. Although ad-hoc techniques that modify commercial objective lenses to achieve this effect have been demonstrated in the past [45], custom-built
high-numerical aperture objective lenses would significantly accelerate material development for TPL. A careful design of the resist composition to optimize its absorption spectrum versus chemical reactivity can also expand the design space by broadening the writing window. This will enable printing of materials that are unprintable today due to the thermal damage that occurs at high light intensities [46]. Design of photoinitiators for optimal two-photon absorption properties has been demonstrated in the past [47], but follow-up with low-cost and high-throughput organic synthesis schemes is lacking today. An approach that is somewhat underutilized in the field of TPL is printing with pre-cursor materials (such as hybrid polymers) and post-processing the printed structure to convert it into a different class (such as carbon or metals) with widely differing material properties. This approach has been implemented to fabricate carbon [48-50], silicon oxycarbide ceramic [51] and metal 3D structures using TPL. This approach may be explored to expand TPL to ceramics, metals [49], and 3D surface structuring of 2D materials such as graphene. Key challenges for this approach include design of resists with appropriate optical properties, such as optical transparency, and optimization of the process to achieve the desirable functional properties such as electrical conductivity or hardness. Another approach is to modify the stereochemistry, i.e., the three-dimensional molecular arrangement of reacting and non-reacting functional groups, in the components of the resist to speed-up desirable reactions and suppress undesirable side reactions during photo-polymerization. Computational and experimental studies that elucidate the underlying chemical mechanisms of localized photopolymerization would be highly valuable in enabling such a material development approach for TPL.

3.3. 3D feature fabrication

3.3.1. Capabilities and challenges in TPL for fabricating 3D features

The TPL process is particularly well-suited for fabrication of arbitrarily complex 3D structures, including structures that have significant overhangs. For example, Saha et al. have recently demonstrated the ability to print overhanging structures with more than 500 μm long overhangs [34]. The submicron feature size of TPL enables printing of freeform 3D structures whereas its ability to print within the interior of the photopolymer resist enables printing of suspended overhanging sections wherein the unpolymerized resist naturally acts as the support material. The unpolymerized material can act as an effective support material because the density of the polymerized material is similar to that of the unpolymerized material. However, excessive drug forces due to stage motion during printing limit the length of the overhang. True 3D structures can be generated without discretizing the part into 2D layers by using three-axis motion stages to scan the focal spot in 3D space. Limitations to the part geometry are imposed by the optical constraints of the TPL process. These limitations include (i) limited shape of the voxels, (ii) limited height of the parts, and (iii) diffraction-limited resolvable depth of closely spaced features.

The features in serial-scanning TPL are limited to an ovoid shape due to the nature of the optical intensity distribution in the focal spot of the laser [53]. The aspect ratio, i.e., the ratio of height to width of features, cannot be readily tuned to arbitrary values as the feature size in the axial and lateral directions are linked by the coupling of light intensity distributions in the axial and lateral directions. This limitation on the aspect ratio restricts the discretization of the desired 3D geometry to only those that are feasible with ovoid building blocks. In addition, spherical aberrations often limit the maximum height of the parts to several tens of micrometers. In recent years, the dip-in mode has become popular to overcome this limit [52]; however, it requires one to use only those resists that have a refractive index matched to that of the immersion medium of the lens [29]. Although TPL generates sub-diffraction features on the scale of 150 nm, the ability to print well-resolved fine sub-diffraction features with a spacing of <150 nm has not been demonstrated so far. This limitation occurs due to a combination of the optical diffraction limit in resolvability of closely-spaced features and due to the lithographic proximity effect wherein prior printing of nearby features broadens the feature that is currently being printed.

3.3.2. Possible approaches to overcome 3D feature fabrication challenges in TPL

The height of the printed structures can be increased by modifying the optics of the TPL process. Specifically, the dip-in mode can be enabled by using index-matched resists or by modifying the objective lens to minimize spherical aberrations with index-mismatched resists. The voxel shape and the aspect ratio may be tuned by shaping the laser beam or the femtosecond pulse to affect the shape of the optical point spread function during focusing [34]. Similar to a heat affected zone in selective laser melting, sintering, and LCVD process, additional work is required to fully understand the proximity-effect based chemical broadening that limits the resolvability of closely spaced individual features. One approach that has been underutilized so far is to take advantage of the interdependence of the spatio-temporal dynamics of the chemical reactions and the 3D optical intensity distribution to broaden the geometric design space. For example, an optimized resist may be used to suppress writing anywhere except the core of a focused spot even when the focused spot itself may be broad with a distorted intensity distribution due to optical aberrations. Tall structures could be printed with such resists even without satisfying the index-matching criterion. Scientific studies that elucidate these process mechanisms are required to enable this approach.

3.4. Feature size resolution

3.4.1. Feature size resolution capabilities and challenges for TPL

The feature size resolution of TPL is on the order of 120 nm in the lateral direction and it has an axial, i.e., depth resolution two times that of the lateral resolution [53]. More recently, Saha et al. [34] have demonstrated printing of nanowires with axial resolution (i.e., height) less than 175 nm by using a parallel projection technique. Features smaller than this size can be printed in the form of a single 2D layer attached to a substrate by printing only the top sections of the voxels [54]. However, the true 3D resolution is not measurable in such structures; instead, the resolution is quantified by measuring the width and height of suspended nanowire benchmark structures [53]. There are several factors that limit the resolution of TPL. As this is an optically-driven process, the achievable minimum feature size is still limited by the optical point spread function. The factors that limit the resolution of TPL are: (i) the size of the focused light spot that cannot be reduced to an infinitesimally small point due to diffraction limits, (ii) the spatio-temporal growth of the polymerization reaction front, (iii) the thresholding behavior of the resist, and (iv) the mechanical properties of the polymerized features. Resists in which the chemical reaction fronts rapidly proceed outward from the center of the focused spot generate thicker features. Resists in which this effect is suppressed may generate features with lower degrees of conversion that may not exceed the threshold for writing. In addition, even if very thin features could be printed with TPL, these structures may not survive the stresses generated via capillary forces during the post-print development process due to the low strength of the printed structures. In combination, these effects limit the resolution of any specific TPL configuration.

3.4.2. Possible approaches to overcome current limits in feature size resolution for TPL

The classical technique of reducing the size of the diffraction-limited focal spot by reducing the wavelength of light may not be a very successful approach for TPL. Although reducing the wavelength of light does increase the scale of size of the optical focal spot, it does not guarantee that the printed features will be smaller than those printed with higher wavelength light. This is because the resist may be highly
absorbing in the single-photon mode at lower wavelengths which may lead to over-polymerization. Nevertheless, novel optical techniques that can reduce the optical point spread function without modifying the incident wavelength would have a direct and predictable influence on the resolution of TPL. A different material-based approach to improving the resolution involves optimizing the resist composition by balancing the photo-absorption versus chemical reactivity to generate smaller features via dosage thresholding control. The resolution may be further improved by optimizing the resist and the writing conditions to generate stronger features that can survive the development process. The underlying mechanisms that determine the spatio-temporal growth of the degree of conversion and the strength of the features have not been well-studied in the past. Predictive models that can link writing conditions, resist composition, and optics to the feature size and mechanical properties would play a critical role in identifying practical strategies that can further improve resolution.

3.5. Throughput

3.5.1. Throughput capabilities and challenges for TPL

The volumetric throughput of TPL is limited by its serial point-by-point writing mechanism. The throughput is determined by the linear scanning speed of the focal spot of the laser and the size of the printed voxels. Although slow piezo-scanning stages were used for early work in this field [53,54], contemporary TPL processing is often performed using high-speed galvano metric stages that can scan at linear speeds of \(~1\) cm/s [52]. For high-resolution writing conditions that generate features smaller than \(~300\) nm, the volumetric throughput of TPL is \(~0.02\) mm³/h [52]. The volumetric throughput can be increased by a factor of \(~10\) times for low-resolution printing conditions that generate larger voxels. Although it is theoretically possible to increase the volumetric throughput by increasing the scanning speed, the scanning speed cannot be increased to arbitrarily high values due to several practical limitations. These limitations are: (i) at high scanning speeds, the net optical dosage will fall below the threshold values for onset of writing with current laser technology and (ii) at high scanning speeds, the dynamics of the scanning stage during raster scanning in a finite-sized field-of-view limits the overall duration of scan. Holographic techniques have been used in the past to increase throughput by splitting the beam into multiple identical focal spots that can be scanned in parallel either using motion stages or via holographic techniques [55]. Although these techniques parallelize the TPL process, to date, the highest throughput of these techniques has not exceeded the \(0.02\) mm³/h throughput achieved by the galvo-based single-point scanning techniques [34]. This is due to a combination of limited pulse energy of the femtosecond lasers that prevents massive parallelization of the process, slow scanning speed of the motion stages, and slow speed of the spatial light modulators (SLM) that are used for generation of the holograms. It is important to note here that although high pulse-energy femtosecond lasers are commercially available in the form of low repetition rate systems, such lasers cannot be used in combination with multi-foci holographic high-speed scanning techniques because scanning with such lasers would lead to intermittent writing due to their low repetition rate (i.e., pulse generation rate).

3.5.2. Possible approaches to overcome current throughput limits in TPL

One approach to increase the throughput of serial techniques is to upgrade the serial systems with galvo-scanning stages than can scan at higher speeds and accelerations. For example, a high-speed writing system was recently demonstrated by Hahn et al. [56]. In conjunction with this modification, one would also need to modify the laser and the resist to support high-speed writing. Specifically, the pulse energy of the laser must be increased so that dosage values above the threshold can be achieved even during low exposure conditions encountered during high-speed writing. In addition, the resist must be modified so that significant dark polymerization reactions can occur. This will ensure that the degree of polymerization exceeds the threshold value even when the duration of exposure is low. Within the context of TPL, it is currently unknown as to how this modification to the resist’s thresholding behavior could be achieved.

A different approach to increasing throughput is to massively parallelize the process. Although several techniques have been implemented in the past [55,57], none were able to increase the throughput without comprising the submicron resolution and/or the ability to fabricate arbitrarily complex 3D structures. To massively parallelize TPL, it is highly desirable to implement a layer-by-layer projection scheme that is analogous to the existing projection micro stereolithography techniques for single-photon polymerization [6]. In the past, such projection techniques were unable to achieve any depth resolvability during TPL due to the challenges involved in projecting thin sheets of femtosecond light [57]. To successfully implement depth-resolved projection TPL, one would need to simultaneously optimize the spatial and temporal properties of femtosecond pulses during projection. Saha et al. [34] have recently demonstrated that this is possible through temporal focusing of high-bandwidth femtosecond pulses. Their femtosecond projection parallelization technique (FP-TPL) has now increased the throughput of TPL by up to three orders of magnitude (i.e., volumetric throughput of 10s of mm³/hr) while maintaining the ability to print thin nanowires of \(<175\) nm width and complex 3D structures. As this is a relatively novel approach to TPL printing, more work is required to improve the predictive capability of the FP-TPL process.

3.6. Prognoses

The unique ability of TPL to generate sub-diffraction nanoscale features in complex 3D geometries is highly valuable in fabrication of a wide variety of functional micro and nanoscale structures such as mechanical and optical metamaterials, bio-scaffolds, photonics, miniaturized optics, flexible electronics, and micromachines. Major barriers to industrial-scale adoption of TPL include low throughput, lack of compatible materials, and lack of process knowledge. Recent advances in parallelization of the process have increased the throughput by up to three orders of magnitude that now make this process competitive with other high-throughput micro AM techniques. Nevertheless, materials challenges and lack of adequate process knowledge still remain as barriers to adoption. Novel printing techniques that bypass the current materials challenges and scientific investigations that advance the understanding of the fundamental process mechanisms of TPL are promising approaches to solve these problems.

4. Laser induced forward transfer (LIFT)

4.1. Description of the LIFT process

Laser Induced Forward Transfer (LIFT) is a maskless and non-contact direct patterning process that uses a high-power pulsed laser to volumetrically deposit material on to the substrate. The process uses a top substrate which is transparent to the laser (tailored to the wavelength used) and has a thin film coating (donor layer) of the material to be deposited. As the laser interacts with the material near the interface of the transparent substrate and the donor layer, local material is ejected on to the bottom substrate, or acceptor. The mechanisms driving ejection manifests at a threshold fluence which varies for different materials, beyond which different ejection regimes are observed. Energy transfer for ejection is generally induced by pressure differentials or thermal stresses [58-60]. Depending on the material and thin film properties, the donor material can be ejected before or after undergoing a phase change. In one regime the solid film can be ejected in the form of ‘pellets’ formed because of crack propagation and mechanical fracture upon laser-material interaction. Alternatively, localized heating of a solid-liquid film can also generate a cavitation bubble by ablating
material (after phase change for solid films), which expands to form a primary jet [59]. At lower fluences, the jet can recede and inhibit the ejection as the material fills the cavity. Alternatively, at higher fluences, multiple unstable jets and satellites can be formed due to sudden changes in pressure. Optimizing the fluence can produce a stable and continuous jet configuration which will accumulate the liquid into a sessile droplet when the visco-capillary forces and surface tension are overcome [59]. The highest volumetric resolution, or the smallest voxel sizes, are obtained at threshold laser fluences. The jetting and droplet formation characteristics are dependent on the rheological properties (for fluid-driven transfer), mechanical properties (for pellet-drive transfer), laser fluence, film thickness and the gap between the donor and acceptor. Fig. 3 shows the schematic of LIFT and some of the parts that have been fabricated using this process.

The noncontact, maskless, high speed printing characteristics coupled with material independence make LIFT a micro/nano-AM method of significant research interest. LIFT has demonstrated a plethora of applications in flexible electronics, MEMS devices, and biomaterial writing [60,61]. However, the complex physics and narrow processing windows present significant development and scalability challenges for additively manufacturing microparts using LIFT. The following sections outline possible solutions to address them using novel approaches.

4.2. Materials

4.2.1. Materials capabilities and challenges in LIFT

LIFT has been used to deposit a variety of materials such as metals (Cu [63], Ag [64], Au [65], Pt [66], Cr [66], Al [67,68]), semiconducting materials [69] like Ge and Se, oxide layers, nanocomposites [70], conductive polymers (PEDOT-PSS) [71], biomaterials [72] and superconductors [73] among others. Donors with viscosities ranging from 10 to 100000 cP have been printed with LIFT [60,74]. Accurate control of the ejection regimes and use of nanoparticle inks has driven the fabrication of submicron voxels in LIFT. However, donor layer properties, energy transfer mechanism, and phase transformation largely limits the deposition of different materials using LIFT. For example, unstable satellite formation is commonly observed when using low viscosity (<20 cP) nanoparticle inks such as the ones traditionally developed to avoid clogging in nozzle based DW processes and agglomeration. In addition, the direct impingement of the laser on the donor layer can damage the donor due to uneven thermal loading for materials with poor absorption. As such the material compatibility of the LIFT process is also dictated by the type of laser being used.

Fluids which are transparent to the laser cannot be printed using traditional LIFT. Further the structural homogeneity, chemical and biological activity, and electrical properties can be affected due to irreversible phase transformation during melting, and formation of interfacial layers between overlapping deposits. The donor material wettability on the substrate is also critical for fabricating 3D structures. The susceptibility to oxidation of the molten donor layer and rapid quenching may also lead to poor adhesion to the substrate.

4.2.2. Possible approaches to overcome materials challenges for LIFT

The printing of low viscosity inks can be accomplished by partially drying the inks to remove the solvents and obtain a high viscosity/paste-
like ink. These nanopastes transfer on to the substrate as a solid under shear such that the ejected layer is congruent to the spatial profile of the laser. This enables better resolution control and microstructural uniformity by avoiding any melting and condensation. Photolytic or pyrolytic damage to the donor layer due to direct interaction with the laser can be minimized by using an intermediary layer [59,60]. The intermediary layer can be an absorptive material (metal/metal oxide) which is heated by the laser with the donor layer underneath, providing a buffer to ensure uniform localized heating and ejection of the donor. An alternative indirect forward transfer mechanism uses a sacrificial material with a low ablation threshold to avoid contact between incident photons and the donor material. The sacrificial layer triggers the ejection of the donor due to the cavitation pressure created by its vaporization. However, this sacrificial dynamic release layer (DRL) can contaminate the donor with residual particles [66,75]. A variant of this approach uses a thick polymer film with a thickness greater than the laser penetration depth (∼2 μm) [76] to absorb the laser and deform into a blister. As the blister grows, it drives flow of the donor layer fluid to the point of ejection and returns to its original shape without contaminating the liquid. These indirect LIFT processes can also enable the deposition of previously incompatible, laser-transparent fluids [59]. However, the effectiveness and uniformity of these multilayer materials is difficult to determine and must be evaluated extensively using time resolved studies and simulations to predict vapor bubble growth.

4.3. 3D feature fabrication

4.3.1. Capabilities and challenges for fabricating 3D features

The voxel-based deposition approach of LIFT has been used to demonstrate fabrication of layer-by-layer in-plane and out-of-plane structures. The ability to fabricate pillar-like structures, overhanging and 3D stacked features including freestanding structures has made LIFT a viable alternative to lithographic processes [61,77]. Single-step multilayer 3D structures, which could include an insulator and a conductor, or an insulating layer between conductive layers, can be fabricated by leveraging different transfer mechanisms. However, there are several challenges associated with seamlessly achieving 3D structures using LIFT. The in-flight mechanics of the donor features affect the accuracy of positioning of the individual voxels [78]. Further, error in positioning of individual layers becomes more challenging as the gap between the substrate and the donor layer increases. For solid-LIFT processes, the high ejection velocities can lead to the generation of shock waves which reflect from the substrate and damage the incoming voxels [68,75,79]. For fluid-LIFT processes, high laser fluence (>100 mJ/cm²) can increase the ejection velocities and lead to the formation of micro- and nano-scale particle debris [75,80,81]. Additionally, the mechanical and thermal strain introduced during the transfer can degrade the overall performance of the structure compared to the bulk donor material. Poor interlayer adhesion can significantly affect the aspect ratio of 3D functional structures in the absence of significant post processing steps. Furthermore, the deposition kinetics, energy transfer and phase change mechanisms produce poor near net shaped parts for high-resolution LIFT (sub-5 μm) with uncontrolled surface roughness. Thus droplet positioning accuracy, interlayer adhesion and high surface roughness are the main limiting factors in production of high-aspect ratio 3D structures using LIFT.

4.3.2. Possible approaches to overcome 3D feature fabrication challenges for LIFT

The inherent limitations of voxel-based layer-by-layer printing of out-of-plane structures can be addressed using sacrificial materials as support structures. The shock wave generation can be minimized by reducing the gap between the donor and the substrate. 3D structure fabrication using LIFT requires a better control over the spatial accuracy of the ejected material. This has been primarily achieved by a variant of LIFT, Laser Decal Transfer (LDT) [82]. Through deposition of high viscosity nanopastes which are identical to the spatial profile of the laser, LDT drives the ejection of the material by shearing the thin film rather than forming a pressure jet. The ejection velocities in LDT are an order of magnitude lower than those in traditional LIFT. However, the transfer distances in LDT must be in the order of hundreds of microns as they can fold and disintegrate during flight, thereby affecting the spatial congruence of the transfer. Printing brittle materials and thicker films (>1 μm) may be difficult for LDT as the mechanical forces required to shear the film would be very high and could lead to unstable printing. A possible approach to this problem is to introduce variable energy profiles at the breakdown regions of the film (edges) and transfer the rest of the pattern under lower fluences. Rapp et al. used this approach to transfer >1 μm thick polymer films. Although using high viscosity nano-suspensions for LDT can reduce ejection velocities [74,82] and improve spatial control of the structure, it does not ensure a good adhesion between the layers. LDT fabricated parts might require subsequent sintering to promote interlayer adhesion. Additionally, these nanopastes must undergo a controlled ageing cycle to produce self-supporting structures.

As found in several studies, ejecting drops at threshold fluences leads to the deposition of spherical or toroidal features [60,61,77,81] which limit the contact area during voxel-by-voxel printing, effectively increasing the porosity of the part. Visser et al. [77] transferred sub-10 μm pure metal droplets by using lasers with a 6.7 ps pulse duration at fluences above threshold to achieve flat disks on the substrates. Compared to the spherical droplets, these disks improved the adhesion between the substrate and the stacked-up layers. High pulsed lasers are critical in transferring the droplets with a high position accuracy, and lower heat-affected zones, avoiding high thermal cycles. Further, intermediate sintering steps can be included to ensure complete material consolidation. The cycling and quenching times can also be increased by depositing the material on heated beds, thereby reducing residual thermal stresses in the structure. However, the residual stresses are ultimately still dependent on the type of material, dynamic release layer and substrate that are employed, and further characterization is needed to improve the fabrication of true-3D layers using LIFT. Post-deposition morphological and microstructural characterization techniques have been integral to LIFT [83,84]. In-situ temporal imaging techniques using pump and probe lasers [85], stroboscopic imaging and high-speed video capture (up to 100,000 fps) [86] have facilitated the understanding of complex phenomena associated with the material transfer process.

4.4. Feature size resolution

4.4.1. Feature size resolution capabilities and challenges

The minimum reported feature size obtained in a 3D structure fabricated using LIFT is ~4 μm [77]. The minimum volumetric resolution that can be obtained typically corresponds to the threshold fluence at which the ejection occurs. Although submicron droplets can be achieved using LIFT, the effective diameter of the deposited feature is enlarged upon impact [67,77]. As discussed in the previous section, stacking up high viscosity, thermally cycled high resolution droplets in a non-controlled environment, can lead to porous structures with poor interlayer adhesion. Therefore, the true resolution of the process is generally higher than the diffraction limited resolution, in order to facilitate robust 3D structure fabrication. The resolution of the process is also affected by the formation of debris on the donor layer due to high fluence or low viscosity inks [66,74]. The resolution of LDT depends on the spatial profile of the beam, as the deposited feature must be congruent to the laser shape and size. Yamada et al. experimentally identified the relationship between the laser spot size and resolution [87,88]. However, there are no replicative studies identifying a similar analytical relationship between the beam profile and true transfer resolution for different LIFT regimes. Predicting the resolution of the process remains a significant challenge for LIFT. Furthermore, printing continuous lines using adjacent deposits and overlapping grid like...
structures can lead to material accumulation at the contact points, forming bumps and reducing the effective resolution of the process.

4.4.2. Possible approaches to overcome resolution challenges in LIFT

The material transfer or ejection regime plays an important role in determining the spatial resolution of LIFT. For most material and substrate configurations, the minimum feature size is limited by the diffraction-limited resolution [59,60,74]. In traditional LIFT, the droplet ejection occurs when the cavitation bubble expands from the donor-substrate interface to the free surface, and the fluence is higher than the visco-capillary and surface tension forces. An alternative to this phenomenon is when the laser directly interacts with the free surface of a solid material. This direct interaction melts the material in the irradiated region, locally increases the pressure, and creates a compressive stress in the region [66,89]. To relieve the stress, unloading tensile forces redistribute the molten materials towards the center of the irradiated zone. This creates a jet smaller than the diameter of the beam. Controlled detachment of this jet under optimal laser fluences can lead to the ejection of a high-resolution spherical Au nanodroplets (180–1500 nm) on to the substrate [65,89,90]. However, this backward transfer process is limited by laser transparent substrates and has relatively smaller process windows.

Spatial light modulators have also been used to fabricate single step layer-by-layer parts using LIFT, hence making it easier to produce grid-like patterns. However, their printing resolution might be limited by the maximum diameter of adjacent cavitation bubbles for multiple ejection points and interaction of these bubbles can lead to unwanted perturbations during the material ejection process, therefore degrading the transfer onto the substrate [60,81,91].

4.5. Throughput

4.5.1. Process throughput capabilities and challenges

The maximum reported volumetric throughput of the LIFT process is around $3 \times 10^{-6}$ mm$^3$/s with a nominal resolution of 4–6 μm features [77]. Like other laser-based AM processes, digital micromirror arrays (DMDs) and spatial light modulators (SLMs) have been used in LIFT to modulate light in a reconfigurable manner for projecting patterns on the substrate through the donor layer [92,93]. However, the main challenge associated with this parallelized approach is the minimum feature size that can be obtained without degrading adjacent patterns as the cavitation bubbles and shear lengths might overlap and affect the pattern quality [81,91].

4.5.2. Possible approaches to overcome throughput challenges in LIFT

For a production scale adoption of LIFT, further investigation of the process windows must occur to fabricate true-3D parts repeatedly. LIFT of nanoparticles has been most widely used for producing 3D structures. However, the ageing and drying cycles of the nanoparticles must be optimized to print high density parts as well as maximize the throughput [60,86,94]. The limiting features of single DMD LIFT can be overcome by further parallelizing the process, where the overall part density can be improved by using multiple DMDs, without degrading the adjacent patterns. A novel hybrid approach was used by Kuznetsov et al. to combine nanosphere lithography and LIFT to transfer predetermined arrays of nanostructures on the substrate [90,95]. An array of gold nanoparticles was thermally deposited on monodispersed colloidal spheres. A hexagonal array of gold triangular prisms is obtained post removal of the colloidal spheres, creating islands of donor material on the substrate. A laser induced forward transfer of these triangular prisms leads to the coalescence of these prisms into nanodroplets due to high surface tension [95]. The independent control of the size and the periodicities of these arrays makes this hybrid approach a promising variant of LIFT. However, 3D applications have not been demonstrated with this approach yet.

4.6. Prognoses

Laser-induced Forward Transfer (LIFT) has been adopted by several research and industrial organizations to print production-scale organic electronics, gas sensors, biosensors and 2D conductive structures. The 3D fabrication capabilities of LIFT are mainly limited by material adhesion to substrate and adjacent layers, in-situ material consolidation steps, true feature-size resolution, and overall throughput of the process. However, the novel physics of the process can allow for the fabrication of high-resolution non-planar parts independent of the material. Further development is needed to correlate the energy parameters, beam profiles, and pulse times of the lasers with donor and substrate properties to ensure effective material transfer. For layer-by-layer fabrication, accurate positioning of the material is necessary to create good adhesion and functional structures. Spatial light modulators play an important role in 3D structure fabrication using LIFT as they improve the minimum feature-size and speed of the process. Additionally, better resolution and throughput are achieved by using Laser-Induced Backward Transfer (LIBT) and hybrid approaches involving subtractive manufacturing techniques for donor preparation. Additional modeling data for different material transfer regimes would be extremely useful in offsetting the high process experimentation and development costs to make LIFT feasible beyond the laboratory scale.

5. Microscale Selective Laser Sintering (μ-SLS)

5.1. Description of the μ-SLS process

The Selective Laser Sintering process (SLS) is a commercially successful, layer-by-layer additive manufacturing process for rapid prototyping and production-scale fabrication of 3D macroscale parts [96–99] with a wide array of capabilities for the process in aerospace [100], energy [101], and medical implants [102] sectors. However, most commercially available SLS tools are limited to feature size resolutions of greater than 100 μm due to their large laser focal spot size, use of powders with ~100 μm particle sizes, and poor control over thermal and oxidation effects which can result in part porosity and rough surface finishes at the microscale [103,104]. The Microscale Selective Laser Sintering (μ-SLS) process overcomes many of these limitations through the use of precise focusing optics, nanoparticle (NP) inks, and short exposure times and can produce sub-10 μm metallic parts with true-3D structures [105]. As shown in Fig. 4a, in the μ-SLS process, a slot die coating system is used to deposit a layer of nanoparticle ink on to a substrate where it is heated and dried to form a uniform layer of NPs. The substrate is then shuttled to the optical subsystem where a DMD micromirror array is used to project a CW/QCW 808 nm diode laser through a set of focusing objectives and onto the nanoparticle coated substrate, sintering them in the desired pattern. This optical setup has a minimum achievable feature size resolution of ~1 μm and can pattern up to ~2 million spots simultaneously. Once the NPs in the first layer have been sintered, the substrate is brought back to the coating subsystem where a new layer of NPs is deposited on top of the sintered layer and the process repeated until the full 3D part has been built up. Finally, the excess NPs are washed away and the part annealed to improve its electrical and mechanical properties. This process is outlined in Fig. 1a and a more detailed overview of the different subsystems of the μ-SLS development tool can be found in Ref. [106]. Fig. 4b and c shows some of single layer microparts that have been fabricated using the μ-SLS tool.

5.2. Materials

5.2.1. Materials capabilities and challenges in μ-SLS

Most commercially available thermal sintering tools are limited in feature size resolution due to the large particle sizes in the powder used, which are typically in the hundreds of micron range [106,107]. To fabricate microscale parts with sub-10 μm features, finer powders in the
form of NPs with narrow size distributions are required. However, as the particle diameters are scaled down to the nanoscale, agglomeration of the particles becomes a significant issue due to the enhanced effect of van der Waals forces at these scales. To reduce this agglomeration problem, the μ-SLS process uses NP inks with surfactant coatings, which are burned off during the sintering step, to prevent agglomeration of the particles during the coating step.

Initial studies of the μ-SLS process have mainly used Cu and Ag nanoparticle (NP) inks to fabricate high complexity 2.5D parts and demonstrate the capability to produce 3D microparts. However, the current iteration of the μ-SLS tool can process almost any metallic and polymeric materials which can be suspended in the form of a NP inks.

One of the key materials challenges in μ-SLS is the sintering of ceramic materials. This is because nanoceramics often suffer from inhomogeneous particle agglomeration, early onset of sintering due to lower activation energy compared to micron-scale ceramic particles, and a wider distribution of particles due to ineffective nanoparticle separation techniques compared to metal and polymer NPs. While lower activation energy can be perceived as an advantageous proposition in lowering the sintering energy required, when coupled with the uneven distribution and packing of these nanoparticles it becomes difficult to control grain growth. Controlling sintering schedules, introducing grain growth suppressants, driving sintering through isostatic pressing, and coupling densification and superplastic deformation techniques (like forging) at high temperatures are some strategies used to mitigate the problems associated with nanoceramic sintering. However, both of these pressure-less and pressure-based sintering methods are slow and unable to process complex structures. Therefore, major challenges still exist in producing ceramic parts using μ-SLS.

5.2.2. Possible approaches to overcome materials challenges for μ-SLS

A potential approach which can be integrated with the μ-SLS process to improve consolidation of semiconductor nanoceramics and achieve higher densification rates is the use of a field-assisted laser flash sintering (FS) technique. In conventional FS techniques, an electric field (1–1000 V/cm) is applied directly to the green part causing effective rapid sintering. While the most widely accepted explanation of the fundamental physical phenomenon behind FS is Joule-heating runaway, researchers have yet to confirm that hypothesis with strong experimental evidence covering a range of ceramic materials. Although FS has revolutionized the production scale fabrication of macroscale ceramic structures, there are challenges associated with the effective localization of sintering energy, uneven grain growth and avoidance of thermal shock. Hagen et al. demonstrated the idea of Laser Flash Sintering (LFS) of nanoceramics in a layer-by-layer manner by simultaneously use of a galvanometric laser scanner and pulsed electric field to initiate necking between the particles. The laser facilitates the formation of necks between the selectively exposed nanoparticles at significantly lower temperatures and times, eliminating thermal shocks. The strength of the partially sintered particles is significant enough to effectively separate them from the un-sintered particles without affecting part fidelity, and conventional or flash sintering approaches can then be used to achieve full densification of the part. LFS could potentially be used in conjunction with a μ-SLS framework without major modifications to the process to improve its ability to fabricate ceramic parts.
5.3. 3D feature fabrication

5.3.1. Capabilities and challenges in μ-SLS for fabricating 3D features

The μ-SLS process can currently produce multilayer 2.5D structures on a 50 mm wafer. In principal, there should be few limitations to the types of structures and overhangs that μ-SLS can produce since unsintered NPs in the μ-SLS bed act as a support structure during the build process. In fact, the only major limitation should be the fabrication of closed structures, such as hollow spheres, where the unsintered NPs cannot be removed from the inside of the part during post processing. There are, however, practical challenges in fabricating true-3D structures with μ-SLS which must be addressed in order to fabricate true 3D parts with the process. Avoiding residual thermal stresses that can warp the final part and improving control over interlayer fusion are central to achieving this capability.

5.3.2. Possible approaches to overcome 3D feature fabrication challenges in μ-SLS

Thermal stresses in sintered parts can be reduced by decreasing the magnitude of the thermal gradient across the bed through uniform heating of the deposited NPs. A conventional hot-plate heating technique is used to partially dry the NP layers in the μ-SLS process, but the non-uniform energy exposure densities leads to drying of each section at varying rates [115]. To achieve precise partial drying of the NP layers, a uniform energy exposure density on the surface could be maintained by using an infrared emitter. This would allow each layer to be more uniformly heated and dried, which could reduce thermal gradients in the fabrication process, and thus the residual thermal stresses in the final part, resulting in more accurate 3D builds.

Another approach to improving 3D feature control in μ-SLS is through advanced process control including process monitoring and in-situ metrology techniques coupled with closed loop feedback. However, the extremely wide parameter space for optimizing μ-SLS and dearth of accurate models of the μ-SLS process have limited ability to implement advance process control. Integrating vision, temporal, and thermal metrology systems that can detect material and process abnormalities in the μ-SLS process can both improve understanding of the μ-SLS process and allow for more accurate fabrication of 3D structures. That said, the high process area to spatial feature size ratio (∼10000:1) in the μ-SLS process presents significant challenges in yielding useful in-situ optical or thermal information, as there’s an inherent trade-off between field-of-view and resolution for these measurement techniques. In addition, to make optimal use of in-situ metrology advanced models of the nanoscale laser-material interactions must be developed to better understand the underlying physics behind the process. These models can help in understanding NP consolidation mechanisms and predicting the mechanical and thermal properties of fabricated 3D structures. This would provide valuable information about key process parameters like coating thickness and laser irradiance [116]. As such, the overall 3D part production capability of the μ-SLS process can be improved by reducing thermal gradients during sintering and employing advanced process control techniques to monitor in-operando part fabrication quality. However, completely closed hollow structures with thin walls would be almost impossible to produce, given the design constraints of the process.

5.4. Feature size resolution

5.4.1. Feature size resolution capabilities and challenges for μ-SLS

Parts with minimum feature size of sub-10 μm have been fabricated using the μ-SLS process [117,118]. The lateral resolution of the μ-SLS process is limited primarily by the heat diffusion away from the laser focal spot when exposure durations are high. This thermal diffusion creates heat-affected zones (HAZs) around the intended part which result in poor control over net-shaped features and unacceptable surface roughness. The vertical resolution of the process is controlled by slot die coated layer thickness and the laser thermal penetration depth which varies with the composition of the NP bed as well as the laser wavelength and intensity.

5.4.2. Possible approaches to overcome current limits in feature size resolution for μ-SLS

The HAZs in μ-SLS can be reduced by lowering laser exposure duration and increasing laser power to limit the heat transfer away from the laser spot. Previous results have shown that use of nano and femtosecond lasers significantly decreases the HAZs but produces much narrower processing windows for nanoparticle sintering due to the very small difference in the sintering and melting exposure thresholds [119]. The HAZs and feature size resolution of μ-SLS can be further improved by using optical proximity correction algorithms, like the ones commonly used in nanolithography, to account for image distortions caused by heat or light spreading from the intended feature exposure area [120]. Through such algorithms and by reducing the exposure time/increasing the exposure power, it should be possible to achieve a lateral resolution in μ-SLS that is close to the diffraction limit of the laser light used to pattern the structures.

The optical penetration depth, which determines the vertical resolution of the μ-SLS process, is dependent on the laser wavelength and dwell time, and the thermal diffusivity of the substrate. Therefore a better understanding of the nanoscale transport mechanisms in μ-SLS is critical to creation of accurate nanoparticle sintering models, and thus achieving higher resolution, true-3D parts with μ-SLS [116]. Typical laser penetration depths range from a few hundred nanometers to tens of micrometers depending on the laser wavelength and exact NP composition for metal nanoparticles in the visible spectrum [119,121]. Therefore, the likely limit of the resolution of μ-SLS in the vertical direction lies in the range of a few hundred nanometers if accurate opto-thermal models of the μ-SLS process can be created and used to optimize the build process.

5.5. Throughput

5.5.1. Throughput capabilities and challenges for μ-SLS

The maximum demonstrated volumetric fabrication throughput of the μ-SLS process is currently ~63 mm³/h [117,118]. Features of the μ-SLS system which can limit throughput are the coating speed, nanopositioner alignment and settling times, sintering exposure time, and the inherent scalability tradeoffs between resolution and throughput. The current throughput budget of the μ-SLS process is determined in large part by the efficiency of the sintering process and speed of the slot die coating mechanism. The current sintering time of the μ-SLS system is 100 ms per exposure which includes a 50 ms laser exposure time and a 50 ms stepping time. The exposure time can likely be decreased by increasing the exposure power and the stepping time improved by reducing settling time of the nanopositioning stages used [122]. A coating speed of 1 mm/s is currently used for the slot die coating process to ensure uniform coating layers, but this time may also be improved by optimizing the coating process parameters.

5.5.2. Possible approaches to overcome current throughput limits in μ-SLS

Currently, a 50 mm wafer can be sintered using the μ-SLS process in ~140 s. Of these 140 s, the travel time between coating station and optical station, which includes the NP ink deposition and partial ink drying as well as the homing of the stage under the optical subsystem, consumes ~60 s. Over 90% of this budget is allocated to the coating time, which depends on the flow rate inside slot die coater, layer thickness resolution and material rheological properties (specifically, Ca number). The deposition time can be experimentally optimized by identifying a coating window for a range of Ca numbers, slot-die speeds and bead thickness, with the objective of achieving a uniform coating with minimal variation along the direction of motion. Recent results have shown that uniform coatings can be produced with NP inks at ~15
mm/s coating speeds [123] and the drying time could be reduced to ~2 s which would reduce the coating and travel time between substation to ~10s. The total time currently needed to sinter one complete NP layer on the wafer is ~80 s, limited by sintering exposure duration and settling time of the nanopositioning stages. This can be reduced by using higher power lasers which can achieve the similar densification quality at shorter exposure durations. The settling time of the nanopositioner steps can be improved by applying better control strategies to reduce the overshoot during tracking. It is estimated that both the exposure time and the settling times of the stages could be reduced to ~10 ms which would reduce the overall sintering time to ~16 s. With these assumptions the volumetric throughput of the μ-SLS system could be increased to a theoretical maximum of ~340 mm²/h with a layer thickness of 1 μm. Therefore, the overall fabrication time for a 10:1 aspect ratio structure with a vertical and lateral resolution of 1 μm could be reduced to a build time of less than 10 min, including the excess material removal and post-processing steps assuming the optimized μ-SLS process parameters. Further improvements in the volumetric throughput could be achieved by increasing the layer thickness, albeit at the proportional cost to the vertical part resolution.

5.6. Prognoses

The μ-SLS process is a high throughput microscale metal AM process with a minimum resolution of 1 μm. The true-3D fabrication capabilities of the process have not been demonstrated yet due to challenges associated with uniform layer deposition and laser penetration depths, and the approaches discussed in section 6.3.2 are under development. The fundamental limitation to feature geometry using μ-SLS process is in the creating hollow spheres as the nanoparticle ink inside the sphere cannot be reliably removed in the post-processing steps.

6. Assembling micro/nanocomponents using Holographic Optical Tweezing

6.1. Description of the Holographic Optical Tweezing process

Optical tweezing is a method for spatial confinement and manipulation of spherical and non-spherical particles on the micro- and nanoscale using radiation pressure from focused laser beams. The technique was first demonstrated in 1970 by Arthur Ashkin [124], who later matured the field [125–127] and received the 2018 Nobel Prize in physics for his revolutionary invention. The optical tweezers (OT) approach, also known as optical trapping, uses a laser beam that is tightly focused by a high numerical aperture (NA) objective lens. When the beam’s focal point interacts with a micro- or nano-scale particle, various mechanisms can produce a stable potential well at the beam’s focus. In the Rayleigh (or wave optics) regime, absorptive [128] or transparent [129] particles with D < λ/10 (where D is the particle diameter and λ is the wavelength of the focused laser beam) can be treated as dipoles in an electric field. In the ray tracing regime (D > 10* λ), transparent particles with diameters larger than λ/10 experience trapping forces that primarily arise from momentum transfer during refraction [130]. In the Mie regime (λ/10 < D < 10* λ), trapping forces result from a more complicated scattering behavior between microparticles and photons [131]. In all regimes, movement of the beam’s focus in either lateral or axial directions allow for stably trapped particles to be positioned in three-dimensional space.

The most common approach for scaling OT to handle multiple particles simultaneously is the holographic optical tweezers (HOT) approach [132], which uses a diffractive optical element (DOE) [133] to split and/or modulate a single laser beam. The most common DOE used in the HOT approach is a computer-controlled spatial light modulator (SLM) [134], which enables dynamic and real-time wavefront shaping. Several numerical algorithms exist to calculate phase-only holograms in real-time [135] and the most common is the standard Gerchberg-Saxton phase retrieval algorithm [136]. Fig. 5 shows the schematic of HOT and 3D features assembled using this process.

6.2. Materials

6.2.1. Materials capabilities and challenges in optical tweezing

The OT and HOT approaches have been used to handle micro- and nano-particles of a variety of optically transparent materials including silica [138], polystyrene [134], and polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) [139]. Handling of absorptive ceramic or reflective metallic microparticles has been demonstrated but is more challenging due to the complex light fields required to produce stable trapping forces [140].

6.2.2. Possible approaches to overcome materials challenges for optical tweezing

OT has proven to be most effective at manipulating colloidal particles under certain conditions. First, most optical trapping occurs within an aqueous suspension where gravitational forces are offset by buoyancy, although trapping in air is also possible [141]. Furthermore, the strongest optical traps have been demonstrated with transparent microparticles (e.g., PS, PMMA, or silica) that have high refractive indices relative to their suspension medium [142]. However, optical tweezing of almost any dielectric or conductive microparticle is theoretically possible by utilizing more sophisticated structured light fields (e.g., optical vortices [143] or counter-propagating traps [144]) that operate based on optical momentum transfer from reflection or absorption rather than refraction. Metal nanoparticles can be manipulated by certain wavelengths due to unique optical properties originating from resonances in the light scattered by the particle [145].

6.3. 3D feature fabrication

6.3.1. Capabilities and challenges in optical tweezing for fabricating 3D features

Optical tweezers exhibit stronger forces in the radial direction (i.e., in the beam’s focal plane) than the axial direction (i.e., along the beam propagation direction) [142], so special considerations are required when scaling from fabrication of two-dimensional assemblies to true three-dimensional structures. Like in many common additive manufacturing approaches, optical tweezers are adaptable to layer-by-layer addition [146]. Although the OT approach fundamentally allows for simultaneous handling of multiple particles across 3D space, it has not yet been shown to be a feasible alternative to layer-by-layer processing [147]. Closed-loop control based on image feedback [148–150] provides a promising path towards unsupervised assembly of 2D layers or 3D structures, however the shallow depth-of-field of high-NA microscope objectives makes detection of out-of-focal-plane particles challenging. Furthermore, if the system’s microscope objective is not index-matched to the medium (e.g. in the case of a high-NA oil immersion objective trapping in an aqueous, non-oil medium), then spherical aberrations accumulate with increased trapping depth and reduce the amount of optical trapping force [151].

6.3.2. Possible approaches to overcome 3D feature fabrication challenges in optical tweezing

Currently, the largest challenge in fabricating permanent 3D structures of microparticles in a layer-by-layer approach is the additional process required for permanent joining. Various methods have been proposed for this purpose such as melting particles at their interfaces [152], optical tweezing in a liquid pre-polymer medium and joining via one- [153] or two-photon [154] photopolymerization reactions, and surface functionalization of particles with bio-molecules like biotin and streptavidin [155]. Another assembly approach involves the use of complementary sets of building-block microparticles, including those that can be attached together to make reconfigurable structures
or snap-like permanent fixtures [159]. Considering the strengths and limitations of the aforementioned approaches, highly-localized two-photon photopolymerization of a liquid pre-polymer medium currently allows for the most controlled and scalable way to additively manufacture microstructures [137,160]. Furthermore, the HOT approach holds the potential to augment other microfabrication techniques such as multiphoton lithography [160]. This combination results in a versatile system that can fabricate microparticles or microstructures, manipulate them into 3D configurations using optical forces, and permanently join them with polymer [161], metals [24,162], or ceramics [163–165]. Such an approach has been demonstrated in work by Chizari et al. that used HOT to assemble a 5 × 5 × 5 granular silica crystal and joined them by two-photon polymerization (TPP) of the surrounding medium (Fig. 5b) [137]. Work by Askari [166] also shows the combination of OT with TPP to create layered structures with microspheres and polymer. Chizari et al. [161] recently demonstrated a combination of the HOT and TPP approaches that produces microstructures with embedded strain energy.

6.4. Feature size resolution

6.4.1. Feature size resolution capabilities and challenges for optical tweezing

Holographic optical tweezers have been used to precisely locate particles as small as 5 nm [132] and as large as 60–75 μm [161,167] in both two- [134] and three-dimensions [168]. Automated handling of 100 particles with average velocity of 15 μm/s per particle was recently reported [148]. Brownian motion limits the positioning accuracy of microparticles to approximately 350 nm within a room-temperature aqueous medium [169], although a colder and more viscous medium would have improved accuracy [170]. OT has also been demonstrated viscous media up to η = 2000cP [171] including ethylene glycol [172] gelatin [147] and various pre-polymer solutions [153] which can offer reduced Brownian motion and higher heat capacity. All HOT systems and virtually all optical imaging systems are limited in resolution to a few hundred nanometers by the optical diffraction limit, d = λ/(2*NA), where d is the size of the minimum resolvable distance, λ is the illumination wavelength, and NA is the numerical aperture of the objective lens.

6.4.2. Possible approaches to overcome current limits in feature size resolution for optical tweezing

Recent developments in creating precisely shaped nano-particles have shown promise for increasing optical trapping forces and dexterity at smaller scales via non-photonic interactions (e.g., plasmonic interactions [173,174] or whispering-gallery mode resonances [175]). A recent study has also reported possibility of optical manipulation of macroscale objects by controlling the refraction of light via adding subwavelength nanophotonic structures on their surfaces [176]. However, imaging increasingly smaller particles becomes challenging beyond the diffraction limit of light. Super-resolution, or sub-diffraction-limited, imaging techniques have been demonstrated outside of OT systems [177], although considerable development is needed before these approaches can be used with the OT approach.
6.5. Throughput

6.5.1. Throughput capabilities and challenges for optical tweezing

The HOT approach allows for additive fabrication of complex multi-material structures by using microparticles as the building blocks. Therefore, this method is a promising approach to fabricate microgranular crystals (i.e., nonlinear metamaterials consisting of closely-packed arrays of particles [178]) with any desired 3D bulk shape and controlled vacancy locations, a capability which is not possible with established self-assembly approaches [179]. It is estimated that automated HOT can yield 3D microgranular crystals with volumetric rate of 3.7 mm³/h in the foreseeable future [137]. The HOT approach throughput relies on the maximum speed that each particle can be moved and the maximum number of particles that can be concurrently patterned into shapes. In addition to particle positioning, the time required for particle delivery and permanent joining also affect the throughput of this approach.

6.5.2. Possible approaches to overcome current throughput limits in optical tweezing

As discussed above, throughput of OT as a fabrication method depends on a variety of parameters. For an ideal optical tweezers system, the ultimate drag velocity of the particles is limited by power per trap, which is set by the maximum incident power threshold of the SLM. Potential improvements in liquid crystal materials or alternative beam shaping techniques such as use of dynamic micromirrors [180] can result in an increase in maximum incident power, and thereby throughput. Further process improvements to the suspension fluid, particle delivery system, parallelized optical columns, and substrate nanopositioning systems may allow for step-and-repeat manufacturing at increased throughputs. In the case of combining optical tweezing with two-photon polymerization, the overall fabrication throughput can be improved by parallelization of the polymerization process which is discussed in detail in section 8.5.

6.6. Prognoses

Optical tweezing has proven to be a very powerful approach for manipulation of meso-, micro-, and nanoscale objects. Its resolution, dexterity with a variety of particle shapes, and multimaterial capabilities make it a promising technique for microscale applications where precision is of utmost importance. For example, the OT approach provides a means to enable the fabrication of microgranular crystals, which hold potential for use in a wide variety of application such as a shock-absorbing metamaterial [181], photonic crystals [182] and acoustic lenses [183]. However, scalability of this technique for the fabrication of bulk materials is still a challenge mainly because of its throughput limitations. Further technological improvements in the fabrication system components such as SLMs, galvanometers, and pulsed lasers will increase the throughput of optical tweezing as a high-resolution AM technique.

7. Conclusions

This article is the second one in a four-part series of articles which discuss the challenges associated with microscale additive manufacturing processes. Laser-based microscale AM processes are ubiquitous in the macroscale feature-size (>100 μm) market which has applications in defense, aerospace, and rapid prototyping industry. Because of the wide energy densities that are available with lasers, several controllable interaction mechanisms in metals, semiconductors, insulators and polymers have been investigated which can be leveraged for micro-nanoscale fabrication. As part of this article, the material, resolution, geometry and throughput constraints for laser-based microscale AM processes have been explored, and potential solutions to specific issues have been comprehensively discussed. Micro-

Stereolithography is one of the first microscale AM processes that was developed. μ-SLA uses a single-photon absorption mechanism and its variants are reliably able to produce sub-5 μm parts. However, there are several challenges associated with fabricating higher resolution parts using a single photon photopolymerization approach. Therefore, two-photon or multi-photon absorption approaches (TPL) have been investigated to create the part inside the reactive medium in a voxel-by-voxel manner. TPL offers several advantages over other microscale AM approaches including higher resolution, throughput and better geometric capabilities. Optical tweezing-based approaches are used to manipulate and precisely position individual particles into 3D structures which can then be permanently joined using multiphoton lithography approaches. However, these laser curing approaches are generally limited by the materials which can be polymerized. Laser heating processes like LIFT and μ-SLS are designed for a wider range of materials. While LIFT uses localized heating to transfer material on to the substrate due to shearing or cavitation pressure, μ-SLS consolidates thin material films by localized necking to form 3D parts in a layer-by-layer manner. The achievable resolution using these processes is currently limited to sub-10 μm. However, the potential to parallelize the process, achieve true-3D geometries and create metallic structures make LIFT and μ-SLS strong candidates for microfabrication. The limitations to the scalability of these processes have been discussed and potential approaches to mitigate the challenges have been proposed. A comprehensive overview of general design principles that must be followed while developing laser-based microscale AM processes are presented in part IV of the series of articles.
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